
Battle in Rocky Top Cheer Competition 

 

RULES DURING ROUTINE 
(These rules are important and will apply at this competition. Additionally, each participant is 
required to have a signed copy of the liability waiver.) 
 
Length of Routine 
Each routine will have a maximum time limit of 5 minutes. 
 
Standing Tumbling and Running Tumbling is permitted. 
 
Cradles  
Only basic cradles (quarter turn allowed) are allowed from any extended one leg stunt. 
Two leg extended level stunt are allowed to full twist cradle. Prep level one leg stunts 
may not exceed more than one and one quarter rotation. Other positions during cradles 
are allowed. Cradles may not land and in prone position (on stomach). Anything other than a 
straight pop off must be caught in a cradle. Flips are not allowed. 
 
Release Moves 
No release moves allowed other than a basic cradle or pop off to the ground. Basket tosses 
and basket catches are permitted. 
 
Inversions 
Not allowed. 
 
Pyramids/Stunting 
Pyramids must follow partner stunt and cradling rules and are allowed up to two persons high. 
Partners must maintain contact with a base at all times (unless during a dismount). Single 
based double liberties and variations are illegal. 
 
Tosses 
Tosses - basket or sponge -must be caught in a cradle. Partner must be cradled by original 
bases. Flipping (front or back) or traveling tosses are not allowed. Tosses that exceed one 
twist are not allowed. Other basket toss positions are allowed. 
 
Jewelry 
Jewelry of any kind is prohibited. This includes earrings, nose, tongue, and belly button rings, 
necklaces and pins on uniform. Jewelry must be removed and may be taped over or covered. 
 
Allowed 
Front rolls, back rolls, front walkovers, back walkovers, cartwheels, handstands, round offs, 
back hand springs, basket tosses, single leg extensions & only two high on pyramids. 

Not Allowed 
Front, back or side extensions. Split stunts and swing up stunts cradle dismounts to different 
bases. Full helicopters. 

 
 



Additional Info 
-Poms, megaphones, signs and mascots are encouraged 
-Own CD is required 
-No glitter 
-No performers in cast 
-Fingernails at an appropriate length 
-Mini tramp, springboards are prohibited 
-Poms may not be used by tumblers 
 
All performances must not exceed five minutes. Dance, Dance & Cheer or Dance & Chant. 

 
AGE CATEGORY 
 
5-7 Jr. Pee Wee 
8-9 Pee Wee 
10-11 Jr. Varsity 
12-14 Varsity 
 

*Age divisions may be “tweaked” (or merged) pending # of participating teams. Once we have ALL 

teams registered we will determine the age divisions. The above ages is just an overview and is 

possibly we go strictly by these ages.  


